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Our contract range of products provides a exible, reliable
and cost effective solution for your personalised 
equirements. We have handpicked a simplied range
offering the very same quality and guarantee you would
expect from all Kesseböhmer products in order to maintain
the high level of customer satisfaction.

“
offeringCHOICE

IMPORTANT NOTE: Not all images shown in this price list are identical

to the advertised product. In some cases the chrome version is portrayed

and not the silver, powder-coated version offered
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If chrome finishes and anti-slip surfaces are not
important, but you still want to take advantage
of Kesseböhmer’s soft-close runners and
world-class craftsmanship, look no further than
our contract range of Clever Storage...

IMPORTANT NOTE: Not all images shown in this price list are identical

to the advertised product. In some cases the chrome version is portrayed

and not the silver, powder-coated version offered

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/home/
http://larson.co.za/assets/pricelists/CleverStorage.pdf


In today’s kitchens, highboards are planned either as a block or as
standalone units. They form an elegant block, and quite often that’s
where you’ll find the technology focus and also the central food storage
in the kitchen. Oven, steamer and microwave can all be integrated in
a highboard block, as can the food storage “mixed double”: the
refrigerator and the grocery cupboard

LARDERS
Tall cabinets -
One the way up...

Huge storage capacity, easy to organise and a clear overview.
This is what you can expect from a Kesseböhmer larder unit.

“

DISPENSA 300

TANDEM SOLO



parts included

Tandem Solo 600 Classic 6
for cabinets 600mm wide and from 1800mm high, with Silver powder coated baskets

1 x KS0134770102 Tandem Solo 600 Frame & Runner Set - R4,175.00ea

R8,395.00
list price excl. vat

2 x KS0334800102 Tandem Solo 3-Tray set (Silver) - R2,1105.00ea

TANDEM solo offers a simplified larder solution with the characteristic
opening experience of all Kesseböhmer fittings where all elements are

linked in a smooth, flowing movement.

TANDEM Solo - 
our basic larder pull-out.

For use with cabinets of 600mm
For cabinets min. 1,800mm high
Swing door application: 110°
Max load capacity : 100kg (16kg/tray)

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

Soon to be

Discontinued

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/interzum-2013/tandem-solo/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9mtMPn50aI


parts included

Dispensa 300 Silver
for cabinets 300mm wide and from 1,900mm to 2,300mm high, with powder coated baskets.

1 x KS0942359006 Dispensa Silver Runner - R2,835.00ea

R6,450.00
list price excl. vat

1 x KS2601080102 Dispensa 300 Silver Frame Set - R2,415.00ea

The DISPENSA larder is a versatile space miracle. It allows users to fill
up the whole width and height of a tall cabinet. It creates space, order

and clarity. Thanks to the railings, all the stored goods - even in the
upper levels - are visible from either side.

5 x KS2337140102 300mm Silver eco basket (silver) - R240.00ea

For use with cabinets of 300mm
Height adjustable from 1900 - 2300mm
Front mounted to pull out
Max load capacity : 100kg

DISPENSA 300 - 
storage with easy access.

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/tall-cabinets/dispensa/


Standard kitchen base units are 60 cm deep. To make intelligent use
of this storage space, you need a fitting that moves the stored items
out in front of the cabinet so that you have a clear view and easy
access. Whether its baking trays or cleaning agents, a mixer or a
pressure cooker, application-oriented pull-outs make sure you can put
your hand on whatever you want.

BASE UNITS
Under counter -
Making the best use of your space.

Making use of every available space in your kitchen cabinet.
This is what you can expect from a Kesseböhmer base unit.

“

CleaningAGENT

150mm PULL-OUT

DISPENSA JUNIOR



parts included

Dispensa Junior Silver 300
for cabinets from 300mm wide. Standard with powder-coated baskets

1 x KS0052620102 Junior II Frame and runner set - R1,465.00ea

R1,945.00
list price excl. vat

2 x KS2337140102 300mm Silver eco basket - R240.00ea

DISPENSA Junior - 
the basic base unit.

Additional finish options available on request 
Maximum cabinet footprint usage
Max load capacity : 24kg (12kg per tray)
Minimum cabinet width of 300mm

The DISPENSA junior is accessible from both sides making it a very
flexible and versatile candidate in kitchen planning. The height

adjustable trays mean that it is easily customised to your
personal needs.

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/base-cabinets/dispensa-junior-iii/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybv_slW9gdA


parts included

150mm Silver
for cabinets 150mm wide, 720mm high, mounted to the right only, with silver powder-coated trays

1 x KS2334600102 150 Silver - R1,025.00ea

R1,025.00
list price excl. vat

150mm Pull-out - 
great use of narrow gaps.

Self-closing full-extension slides
Toolless adjustment
Max load capacity : 12kg
ClickFixx assembly 

Fitted with a 150mm Pull out, a narrow cabinet is much more than
just a gap filler. Installed beside the oven a 150mm pull out provides

convenient storage for the likes of small bottles or jars.

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/base-cabinets/no-15/


parts included

Cleaning Agent
for base cabinets min. 350mm wide

1 x KS0252320102 Cleaning Agent set complete - R1,420.00ea

R1,420.00
list price excl. vat

CleaningAGENT - 
the pick-up-and-go.

For use with cabinets from 300mm
For cabinets min. 480mm high (internal)
Swing door application
Max load capacity : 12kg (4kg/tray)

The CleaningAGENT takes the effort out of housework by keeping all
your cleaning materials and detergents tidy and easily available.

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/interzum-2013/cleaningagent/


CORNER UNITS
Corner cabinets -
Getting around to it...

Perfect functionality and captivating convenience.
This is what you can expect from a Kesseböhmer corner unit.

“

CAROUSEL

LE MANS

Thanks to Kesseböhmer, corner units have taken a turn for the better.
They’re now rmly established as classic storage areas in a kitchen
layout. A corner unit is the ideal place to store pots and pans, mixers
and other kitchen equipment. And development engineers have come
up with a lot of solutions apart from the simple corner carousel.



Le Mans - 
cornering in style.

For use with corner cabinets of 900mm
For cabinet doors at least 450mm
Swing door application
Max load capacity: 40kg (20kg/tray)

The most remarkable thing about LEMANS trays is that they are capable
of swinging - you could say floating - all the way out of the corner unit in

a smooth dynamic movement.

parts included

LeMans Silver Right (2 Trays)
for cabinets 900/1000mm wide with min. 450mm door on the right, 720mm high

1 x KS0069200102 LeMans Silver Right Tray Set - R3,415.00ea

R3,910.00
list price excl. vat

1 x KS0069270005 LeMans White Axle - R335.00ea
R160.00ea-1 x KS0069297930 LeMans Softstopp

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/unternehmensbereiche/kuechen-ausstattungen/eckschraenke/lemans/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4feQdKXJBjY


parts included

3/4 Carousel Silver
for corner cabinets 900mm wide, 720 high, with powder coated trays

1 x KS2605490102 Set of 2 carousel silver baskets - R2,705.00ea

R3,015.00
list price excl. vat

1 x KS2500520005 655mm-745mm chrome axle - R310.00ea

CAROUSEL - 
knowing the twists & turns.

For use with 900mm corner cabinets
Stepless tray height changes
Trays rotate independently
Max load capacity : 40kg (20kg/tray)

Adding flair to a well established CAROUSEL solution, the combination
of an attractive wood base panel and an elegant railing creates a

streamlined, open look.

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/corner-cabinets/carousel-270/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVvFaaGqgSU


LIFT SYSTEMS
Door lifts -
Really opening up...

The most versatile and reliable ap supports.
This is what you can expect from a Kesseböhmer lift unit.

“

DUO LIFT

Lift systems open up an entirely new dimension to your kitchen and
home. Literally. Where wall units used to boast cupboard doors, the
lifter has replaced them in many designs, creating unobtrusive doors
and perfect, owing lines: the recipe for a modern kitchen.



parts included

DUOlift (Single arm)
for doors less than 600mm wide (DOUBLE ORDER FOR DOORS GREATER THAN 6000mm)

1 x KS2716900006 Duo Arm - R100.00ea

R123.00
list price excl. vat

1 x KA2701070000 Duo Door Bracket - R11.50ea

Alu-door adapter
KS2706350000

R15.00
list price excl. vat

DUO - 
the classic solution.

For small to medium-size doors (up to 8kg)
Opening angles 75°, 90°, 110°
Holding and soft-down function
height, side and depth adjustment

DUOlift is a flap support with an opening angle up to 110°. The holding
force can be set steplessly. If the front panel and the fitting are

mounted to open downwards, the front can also function as a
temporary work surface or bar counter.

VIEW WEIGHT CHART HERE

Don’t forget to order
your door hinges!

1 x KA2701110000 Duo Cabinet Bracket - R11.50ea

For special pricing on bulk orders of 5 or more, contact your sales representative

http://larson.co.za/assets/fitting%20instructions/Kessebohmer/Duo.pdf
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DUOlift chart

The fact that the DUOlift is identical for left and right mounting simplies
logistics and assembly.

“
DUOlift

Holding
ability

Soft-close
function*
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Cabinet height (cm) Cabinet height (cm) Cabinet height (cm)

75° Opening angle 90° Opening angle 110° Opening angle

http://www.larson.co.za/assets/fitting%20instructions/Kessebohmer/Duo.pdf
http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/lift-up-systems/freelight/
http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/lift-up-systems/freelight/
http://www.kesseboehmer.com/en/company-divisions/kitchen-furnishings-equipment/lift-up-systems/freelight/
http://www.larson.co.za/assets/fitting%20instructions/Kessebohmer/Duo.pdf


Contact

3 Cussonia Park, 2 Ridge Road

JOHANNESBURG

Tel
Laserpark, Honeydew

011 795 1988
Fax 011 795 2079
infojhb@larson.co.za

SHOWROOM AND DEPOT

42 Marshall Drive

DURBAN - HEAD OFFICE

Tel
Mt. Edgecombe

031 502 4888
Fax 031 502 4890
info@larson.co.za

SHOWROOM AND DEPOT

7 Manfeld Park, 12-14 Dawn Road

CAPE TOWN

Tel
Montague Gardens

021 552 1826
Fax 021 552 1827
infocpt@larson.co.za

SHOWROOM AND DEPOT

right to change listed prices without notification. Please always confirm prices at the time of placing your order.

While Larson has used its best endevours to ensure that the information provided in this pricelist - including (but not limited to) technical specifications,

measurements, colours and prices - are accurate and up to date at the time of issue, does not warrant that it is correct or complete. We reserve the right to make

corrections and changes without notification and unless otherwise stated and agreed upon in writing, Larson makes no warranties of any kind, express or implied,

that goods sold are suitable for any particular purpose or application under any specific condition. It is recommended that every item should be thoroughly tested

by the purchaser to determine performance suitability before use of goods.

These products are imported from Europe and as a result are subject to fluctuations in currency. While we endeavour to keep prices unchanged we reserve the 

larson.co.za

PORT ELIZABETH

Tel 083 417 0633
gavin@larson.co.za

SHOW ROOM AND DEPOT

108 Villiers Road
Walmer, P.E.

http://larson.co.za

